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6Abstract
The vibrational spectra of one-dimensional disordered
chains are studied. Various methods are reviewed an discusses
with a binary isotope chain as an example. It is found that
the Monte Carlo method is the best one, The sloe c true of a
disordered system is found to possess many fine structures,
each oil there has been explained. Localization of atomic
di solacement in disordered systems is studied with the aid
of a high speed electronic computer, It is found that the
degree of localization is large for frequeici higher t,ha
the maximum allowed one for a pure chain o hearty atoAs
The spectral gaps are computed using direct numerical Lie .,hoa
and compared with theory. Finally, the -two- and tire e-
di:nensi onal cases are reviewed. It is found that there is
no essential difference between the results of different
dimensions.
Hh t e r 1
Tntrndiic.ti on
The study of vibrational spectra of lattices plays an
important part in solid state physics. Many physical properties
of a system such as heat capacity and thermal conductivity
are closely related to its vibrational spectrum In the study
of a system consisting of identical units arranged regularly,
due to its symmetry property, the study of the whole system
can always be reduced to that of a unit cell by invoking many
elegant theorems. Those systems have been thoroughly studied
in the field of solid state physicsa For systems slightly
deviated from the regular ones, such as impurities of low
concentration embedded in an otherwise regular system,
perturbative methods are employed. However, for systems lack
of regularity, all those methods fail to apply, Moreover,
the concept cf phonon which is a wavelike excitation extending
i
spatially over a whole lattice is inapplicable, since the
excitation in disordered systems may be highly localized and
there is no well-defined value of the momentum of the
excitation.
In principle, study of an N-particle system requires the
solution of N coupled differential equations, or the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of an N x N matrix. For large value of N,
say 1000, the procedure using standard matrix algebra techique
is very formidable. New concepts and new techiquss are
desired to tackle such problems. In the past two decades,
many efforts have been made to investigate the vibrational
spectra of disordered systems. Various techiques were
introduced, the general features of the spectra have been
clarified by analytical methods and the spectra of some sample
systems were computed to a high degree of accuracy by direct
numerical methods with high speed electronic computers. In
chapter two, the problem is stated and formulated. Several
models are introduced, . In chapter three, the methods used
are reviewed. The advantages and disadvantages of various
methods, are compared and discussed in chapter four, The
general features of the spectra are discussed in chapter five,
A general theorem concerning spectral gaps are discussed in
chapter six. Application of this theorem to several specific
models are studied. The results are then compared with that
from computer calculation, The localization of atomic
displacement is discussed in chapter seven. Finally, the
two- and three-dimensional models are discussed in chapter
e i ah 1.
Charter 2
Formulation of the problem
2.1 The models
Most of the models used by the previous workers, such
as Dean, Hori and Matsuda, are one-dimensional ones. The
reason is that the one-dimensional problem is less complicated.Jk•
It can often be solved to a much higher degree of accuracy.
In some special cases,it can be so1ved exac 11y. The resu11s
can shed light on the correpond.ing two- and three-dimensional
problems. To reduce the complexity of the problem, the
interaction involves only the nearest neighbor atoms, or at
most the next-nearest neighbor ones, and consists only of
harmonic terms. Those models do not represent accurately
any physical systems and direct comparison with experiment
is therefore impossible The value of those models are that
they can be used as a test of theory and numerical techique.
The model introduced hero is a linear chain consisting
of F atoms inte r act i n g t h r o u gn h a. r m o n i c p o t e n t .1 a Is. 0 u r
purpose is to find the alloved frequencies of vibration.
Dean (1972) showed that the results obtained by using classical
mechanics is the same as those by using quantum mechanics.
Since the classical formulation is much simpler, it is
accepted as our rrocedure throughoi1t»
The eauation of motion for our model is
where m., x., k. . , bear their usual meanings and the value
J— —L 1. p r™ I
of xn and x.T, depend on the boundary condition.
In a general disordered system, the masses and the force
constants can take any positive values. According to their,
values, there are several specific models :
(1) regulnr system
By regular system, we mean that the whole system can be
divided into identical unit cells each consisting one to
several atoms. Moreover, the number of atoms in each cell
is often limited to one or two« The purpose of studying
regular systems here is to make comparison with the disordered
n n a s „
(2) isotone model
All the force constants in this model are the same since
they represent interaction between atoms of same atomic number.
The masses of the atoms can take one of the several discrete
values with pre-determined probability. A particular model
called binary isotope model consisting of only two different
kinds of atoms has been studied extensively. For pure
theoretical study, the ratio between the two masses may be
as large as two or even more, though it cannot be true in the
real world.
(5) siass model
The mass of each atom takes one of the several discrete
values as in the isotope model, but the force constant can
take a continuous value within a certain range Dean (196k)
studied this model using the following probability densityxJ
function for the force constant which he denoted as If :
where V yT are constants and V aO
Alio win;: the force constant to take any Positive value
with a maximum in the corresponding probability density function
seems to give a raore realistic g1ass mode1. A possib1e way to
do so is to use the probability density function
for t h e force c o n s t a n t k
Inspecting equation (2.1) carefully, we find that there
exists dua1ity between the mass and the force constant, i»e.
atomic d i s p 1 a c e m e n t
of the mass x.
i
deviation from the natural length
of the spring 1. = x. - ~ x.
° i i-1 l
Actually, the proof is quite simple and was given by
Domb et al (1 959) . therefore, the study of the system with
random mass and constant force constant is enuivalent to the
with constant mass and random force constant.
2.2 Bound a. r y c o n d i t i o ns
There are essentially two kinds of boundary conditions.
One is the fixed-end boundary condition, i.e. Xq = 0 and x - 0.
The other is the periodic boundary condition. Dean (1959)
showed that the error introduced by using different boundary
condition is less than 2N for an N-particle system in computing
6its integrated vibrationa1 spectrum o In the case of an
infinite chain, the choice of boundary condition is meaning-
less and has no effect on the result.
Chapter b
Calculation of the vibrational spectra
1.1 Tn trodu c 1; i na
In a. small system such as a molecule consisting of a few
atoms, the vibrational frequencies are of physical significance.
However, in a large system such as a macroscopic crystal, the
distribution of allowed frequencies rather than the frequencies
themselves is the point of interest. To find the vibrational
frequencies, we start from equation (2.1) and fallow the
standard procedure in mechanics, i.e. let the time-dependent
part of x- be exp(iiot) and rewrite equation (2.1) as
or, in matrix form
The matrix M is called the dynamical matrix of the system.
We can see immediately that the frequencies are
essentially the eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix, where
the terms eigenvalue and vibrational frequency refer to the
same thins throughout our discussion.
In principle, we can solve for the eigenvalues using
standard matrix algebra method However, as discussed above,
the task is very formidable and the information so obtained
is of little interest. The adopted procedure is to find the
distribution of eigenvalues directly. Before we proceed,
let us define two terms : the first is integrated vibrational
spectrum NCto •
n u m b e r o f alio w e d f r e n 11 e n r: i e a 1 e a a t h a nW—-A.. » WWW-i- W- , ..-X Wi. JUV.' »w,- VJjuwwjimto. UH»MOKummnnv
total, number of atoms
p
This is just the fraction of allowed frequencies less than la
since the total number;' of allowed frequencies is equal to that
of the atoms® We also define the vibrational spectrum density
o r s p e c t r a 1 d e n s i t v
For N tends to infinity, D(u) c) is meaningful. For
p
finite value of K, finite value of d is ? say one sixtieth of
P
the maximum lo r, is used® In this case, the spectral density
is ob tain e d as a. hi s t o gram .
O
The use of u) c~ rather than co as the independent variable
is obvious® However, we will introduce a new independent
variable for reasons explained later® Let k be the
maximum possible value that the force constant may take, and
rn . be the minimum possible value the t the mass may take,
mi n 1
(] )
Then direct application of Gersch-Go.ren theorem yields
the maximum allowed frequency „jt us
We define the variab1e 0 by the ecuatior
(.3,3)
(3.4)
.i. i 'wi»' .
( 1
v } see, for example,. Wilkinson, J.H., 1,65, The Algebraic
Eigenvalue Problem (Clarendon iress , Oxford)
(T1 fisrl v. 0 takes Rome vol ue between 0 and TC .
t P The npcati va pi creri rr- 1 n e Mipprpin
A useful theorem concerning the distribution of a real
symmetric matrix was introduced by Dean and Martin (1960),
known as the negative eigenvalue theorem. The theorem and
its concise proof by Dean (1972) is reproduced in appendix A.
Our original dynamical matrix M is not a symmetric one,
By introducing the rnass-denenten t disij 1 a cement u . - flrf. x.
J_ i o i i
a standard procedure in solid state physics equation
(5 1) now reads
or
The resulting dynamical matrix M differs from the previous
one. It is now symmetric so that the negative eigenvalue
theorem can apply. Moreover, it is tridiagonal in form.
When applied to tridiagonal matrix, the negative eigenvalue
theorem is extremely simple.
Define (3.5)
The negative eigenvalue theorem says that the nurber of
eigenvalues of M which is less than Ujc is given by the
number of negative h's. The integrated spectrum can therefor
be obtained„
3.3 Actual computation
In a real physical system, the typical length is about
O
10 times the atomic distance. Hence it effectively consists
of an infinite number of atoms. Our purpose is to compute
the vibrational spectra of inflate disordered systems In
direct numerical computation, we can only use systems of finite
length A computer program generating random number is used
to produce sample chains, on which exact calculation
using the negative eigenvalue theorem is performed The
spectra so obtained are regarded as approximations to the
i
ensemble average of infinite chains with predetermined
statistical properties. The number of atoms in each chain
actually used by previous workers varied from 8000 up to
several hundred thousand This method is often referred as
Konte Carlo method
3A Ensemble average method„ in - n . i i mi mi ~ i i - ii- i i -! i i i- i
Apart from, the direct numerical method described above,
another convenient method is to calculatethe exact eigenvalues
or distribution of eigenvalues using suitable interval, for
relatively short chain consisting of, say, 10 atoms Then
1 o
the weighted average over all possible (2 ) combinations is
considered to be the result The amount of computer work for
10 atoms is roughly equal to that for a single chain of 10,000
atoms using Monte Carlo method Essentially this method Is to
break an infinite chain into units each of length 10 atoms
If the units do not interact with each other, this method
yields exact result. 7-e know that this is not the case. As
oe -sill see later, the low freauency mode extends sr a sialic
ever a 1 serge range. This means that at low frequency, the
inn era colon between the units is strong- In other words,
the rrouts of boundary condition for each cell can greatly
affect the result. Hence at low frequency, this method is
of little use. At high frequency, the vibrational modes are
localised, this method can then yield better result.
1 - r 7: r o t n r al eon a 11 n n
The basic idea of this method is that if an infinite
chain is shifted by an arbitrary amount, the vibrational
spectrum remains the same. The following illustration is
given by Dean (1972) una is recritten here.
As discussed in section 32, the spectrum is obtained
from the number of negative h!s. In other words, the prob¬
ability ohet h takes negative value. For an infinite chain,
ohe probability distribution function for all hTs should he
one seme if the parameters m's and k's are uncorrected.
n-
In particular, equating the probability distribution function
for b_, and oh at for we have, from equation (3.3)
S
mr- p ~y :n
since v;e now o1 tain
The summation is over all possible combinations- of the
mass and the force constant. If either or both of them can
take continuous value, then the summation becomes an integral.
Although equation (J.A) is derived under the condition that
tlic parameters aro uncorro 1 ated, :;he i»rinci; 1 e aop 1 iec to any
7 rr f -pm 1m 7 Jr n rn n P 1 1 r1- 1 '. h • r T ( 1 T p .p y ppn r fl h n hpLlJLo J- -L U cl oJ- 'Jii yj J, 1 I v. iii. . - uc v.; c. — - ' - l- ) « _L~- u vP u x mc m.» -J '
1 1 « T 1 4 ft • 1 1 1 I IT ? • 1c c rou u a o n ri v»u r'o r- u • i - 1 y y, m ? 1 c P y r o t n P n y 1 y n , y n
) •w, „J._ v {w '-x n, u .r '--- - -1. • „ I w'.1 O v' -J JL -1- ui -•'..J- .. . vg» D... . b v k—L.y _L 4. s.. v_ «
Dvson. f 1 pb t) -''''ivec! a func 1;.i • 1101 0riua ticn f or the
binary disordered chain» Its solution was called character¬
istic function. The spectrum was then obtained by manipulating
e «J « » » O. t T T » I »
a;le charac corr.sai ' - acexon • o 1 T am ,ar cqv.- iron for a
family of special distribution of masses and force constants•
Later, Schmidt (1957) obtained a mathematically equivalent but
simpler functional equation, The spectrum can be obtainediv . -uv
directly from, the solution. The use of an intermediate function
is not required as in Dysonfs approach, Agacy (196b) solved
Schmidt5s equation and obtained a solution very close to
that by Monte Carlo method (Dean, I960), Either Dyson's
or Schmidt's equation depends on the negative eigenvalue
theorem or a similar one, They also depend on the interaction
between nearest neighbors. For interaction other than nearest
neighbor, or if correlation between the mass and the force
constant exists, derivation of functional equation is still
possible in principle. For example. Dean and Martin (i960)
obtained a set of four coupled functional equations for a
binary chain in which the force constant depends on the type
of atoms to which they relate® However, due to their
complexity, a solution, either analytical or numerical one,
seems difficult though not impossible to obtain® Therefore,
those equations are of little use.
36 Transfer ma t rix f o rmu1atio n
Rewrite equation (31) as
or in matrix form
De fine
and
Then equation (3.7) may be written as
(3.8)
The vector X. is called state vector, and T transfer1 3
matrix. T is so named since it transfers the atomic displace
ment from one state to another„ The choice of state vector
is not unique. For example, Hori (1961) chose the vector
T
(x.,,, x.,- - x.)~ as the state vector. He also considered
.i+i i+i i
the state vector as a point in the complex plane and the
transfer matrix as transformation defined over the complex
plane„
For a binary isotope chain, the transfer matrix is
for the lighter'atom m and is
for the heavier atom M.




Please note that the value of p may be imaginary for--
some combination of Mm and CO r~~.
To have some idea about how the transfer matrix works, Its
application to a regular one-component chain is given below
as an example„
Using equation (38) repeatedly, we get
where T stands for T't given by equation (3.9a)
Tf






After some tedious algebra,
Equation (3.10) now reads
Imposing fixed-end boundary condition, i.e„ x = 0 and
which leads to
If periodic boundary condition is used instead, we get
n ~ 1 , d, 3» « » «N
we have
leading to
We can see immedia te1y tha t these two resuIts are the
same in case IT , ie, for an infinite chain. The integrated
spectrum N(9) and the spectral density D(0) take the very
simple forms :
and
The reason for which we introduced 0 is now clear. It
2
removes the singularity of D(to ) at w = 0 and to = to T It
also simplifies the comparison with disordered systems.
Hori (1957, 1961), using transfer matrix, made a detailed
investigation on disordered chains. He computed, the spectra
of generalized diatomic chains. However, spectra of disordered
systems are still difficult to obtain by using transfer
matrix method. The use of transfer matrix is mainly in
predicting the general features of the spectra such as the
existence of spectral gaps and peaks.
3•7 Moment~trace method
Moment-trace method involves a very different line of
approach. The main point is to approximate the spectral
density by a high degree polynomial. Of course, the higher
the degree of the polynomial is, the more accurate will be
the spectrum. However, as we will see later, the spectral
density for a disordered system has many peaks and valleys
and cannot be approximated to get a satisfactory result even if
we use as high as 20th degree polynomial.
Now let us examine the principle and the method. Denote
fch
the eigenvalue of the dynamical matrix M by , then the j 01
rnoment of eigenva 1 u.or , .. , wlaich is defined by
where N is the order of M.
1 h
is just equal to the normalized trace of the j power of M,
i B 0 O (313)
The proof of this equation is quite easy and will be
found in any standard linear aloebra textbook,
Any smooth function f defined in a certain finite interval
[a,b] can be approximated by a polynomial of degree n 0
(3. WO




If all Cf . s with j - 0 up to n are known, then all cn s
J 1
in equatj.on (31 k) can 1 e determined. For mathema.tical
convenience, some kind of orthogonal polynomial is used
instead of the powers of }. If the order of M tends to
Infinity, then the summation in equation .(3o13) becomes an
integral having the same form as that in equation (3. 15) If
f() is the distribution density function for the eigenvalues
of M, then C . is just u , in equation (3 • 13) • As discussedj J
in section 3«13 the eigenvalue is bound by Therefore,
a change of variable where y now takes some
value between 0 and 1 , is useful,,
%
The problem is now reduced to finding trace(hk) from M.
Of course, numerical method does not apply here. We should
make use of the statistical properties of the masses and
force constant which comprise the elements of M. We know
that U . is the sum of a certain number of terms each being a
1 J
j-term product of the elements of M. As the value of j
increases, the number of terms in the sum increases rapidly®
The expression for I soon becomes cumbersome. Domb e_t al
(1959) used combinational method to obtain- expressions for
f+ j with j = 0 up to 20. Their method essentially is to
write down a11 j-term products and take the average, each
product bearing a weight according to its probability of
nrnirrprirp _
They also introduced a new techique using delta functions
instead of polynomials. The delta function method was used
to find the value of the spectral density pointwisely while
the polynomial approximation gave the spectral density over
the whole range of allowed frequency. They combined these
techiques : obtaining the low frequency part of the spectrum
by polynomial approximation and the high frequency part by
delta function method. Their result will be depicted and
discussed in the next chanter.
3.8 Green's function method
Green's function essentially is a response function.
It is the response of a system due to a 'point' disturbance.
To make use of this method, we should start from an ordered
system whose spectrum is well-known. Then we introduce some
defects into the otherwise regular system and study the
corresponding change in the spectrum. The full details
of the Green's function method for systems with defects was
given in a review article by Elliott, Krumhanal and Leath
(1974). Baker and Sievers (1975) also gave a discussion.
An introduction illustrating the principle arid the method is
presented below.
Consider an N-particle forced oscillator. The equation
of motion is
where k. • is the force constant of interaction between the
ij
i1 and jparticles, and f(t) is the force applied to the
IhL
i particle. Equation (3»16) in matrix form is
(3 • 16)
(3.17)
Define the Green's function G(t) as the response to a 'point'
disturbance --- force applies only at time t = 0, i.e.
(3.18)
where 1 is an identity matrix o f order N and G(t) is an N x N
matrix.
Taking Fourier Transform of equation (318), we get




On the other hand, we note that the natural frequencies
of the system are the zeros of the equation
Therefore, the zeros of the denominator, i.e the poles
of the matrix elements G( to ). . correspond to the natural
i J
frequencies of the system. The physical interpretation of
this result is that if the response of a system to a force
of frequency co is infinite, i.e. is the pole of the
response function, then the system is in resonance and the
frequency.of the applied force p should he one of its
natural frequencies.
The Fourier Transform of G(t), G(to )is also called
Green1s function. However, there is no ambiguity as the
situation is clear from the context.
Nov let us embed some impurity particles in an otherwise
regular system. Either the masses or the force constants or
both will be changed. Let
(a 20a)
(3.20b)
where the unprimed symbols are for the regular system and the
primed ones are for that with impurities.
Define (3.21)
From equation (319)? we have
In principle5 G' and hence the natural frequencies can
be obtained. however, analytical solution is often impossible
to obtain. It can only be obtained in some special cases.
For example, the result for the case of an impurity atom
embedded in an otherwise regular infinite chain is decribed
by Baker and Sievers (1975)- To obtain the spectrum, other
techique, such as perturbative expansion, is required. The
solution so obtained is very crude. It can only give
qualitative features of the spectrum.
3«9 Special frequencies
Although numerical methods are often used to get the
spectrum, analytical work has its significance too. It
predicts the general features of the spectrum and provides
a check on. the results by using numerical methods. Moreover,
it is found by analytical methods that the integrated spectrum
can be obtained exactly at certain frequencies for the binary
isotope chains provided the mass ratio of the two components
exceeds a certain value. Those works are due to several
workers (Borland, 1964; Hori, 1964a; Matsuda, 1964: Matsuda
and Teramoto, 1965)- Special frequencies occur at the points
where S and J are relatively prime integers with S J. In
our notation5 those frequencies occur at Another
reason to introduce 0 is now clear. It provides a more direct
comparison between the results from numerical methods and
that from analytical work.




and M, m and. c are the masses of the heavy and light atoms
and the concentration of light atoms respectively. He also
gave the result for other types of disorder rather than
complete disorder.
Later, Matsuda and Teramo to (1965) proved that if the






where jycj denotes the integer part o f x.
The variable oc is called order-disorder.parameter. It
is defined as the probability that a given site is occupied
by a light atom, given that its neighboring site is also
occupied by a light atom. It is equal to c for a completely
disordered chain.
It is clear that Borland1s result is just a special
case of equation (3®2A)„ Moreover, the condition that S and
J are relatively prime can be removed. Let S' = Sd and
J! = Jd where J and S are relatively prime, thenKf .t. r
implies
It means that if Mm is greater than the critical mass
defined by J! and S?9 then-it is also greater than that by
J and S0 Hence the restraint can be removed.
3®10 Concluding remarks—!!!I I hJI —!l»i ..mm.I ,1.1,1..-I .II l .HUM—WWII1H
Various methods of computing the spectrum were reviewed
in the preceding sections. Among those methods, the Monte
Carlo one is most frequently used. An equivalent method was
given by Rosenstock and McGill (1962) Equation (3»1) tor
a binary isotope chain can be written as :
Now we impose the fixed-end boundary condition, namely,
Xq = 0. Since the eigenvector is determined up to a
multiplicative constant, we may choose arbitrarily x = 1.
Now we can compute x,,, x_. . up to x,Vf successively. They
showed that the integrated spectrum is given by the number
of the sign change in the sequence x, , xv..,x.Tl1 dividedI cL M + i
by N»
To show the equivalence between those two methods, we
divide the equation (3«25i) by x.. and getJL
For our model, equation (3®7) becomes
or
The equivalence is now obvious. It is very easy to show
that the equivalence also holds for other systems® The method
presented here has a minor advantage that the atomic displace-X v'-- X
merit can be obtained without e x i1h cX c a 1 c u 1 a t i o n
Clh p Ti t. p r L
Comparison of various methods
U. 1 Introduction
The results by using various methods are presented and
discussed in this chapter. The spectral density rather than
the integrated spectrum is often given. The results from
numerical methods, either by using the negative eigenvalue
theorem, or by solving the functional equation, or by
obtaining the ensemble average of short chains, are often
presented in the form of histogram, while those by other
methods as continuous curves. The variable co or ac was
used in the work of the previous workers. However, we use 0
here for the reasons discussed in the last chapter.
U.2 Comparison of various methods
To make a comparison between those methods, the results
by each method for a completely disordered binary isotope
chain with c - 0.5 and M - 2m are drawn on the same graph.
The reason for choosing those parameters is that the resulting
spectrum has much finer structure. Figure A« 1 shows results
by using Monte Carlo method, functional equation, ensemble
average, moment-trace and Green's function. Although the
results of the first three methods have already been given
in relevant papers (Dean, 1960; Agacy, 196A; Rosenstock and
McGill, 1968), we would like to use our own because of the
introduction of 0. Due to round-off error, the same program
1. heavy line histogram
- Monte Carlo method
2. solid line histogram
- functional equation






Fig. h.I Spectral density by using various methods for a disordered binary
chain with c - 0.3 and mass ratio - 2.
run by different computers gives different results. The
results given here are from the University's ICL 1903A
computer since it can handle numbers with more significant
digits.
12000 aboms were used in the first method with an interval
o f W60, The value TV(3o rather than Tr 3 0 or 'Tr3o is
chosen because there are more factors in 60, The result can
be compared with that from section 39 at more special
frequencies. The second method is to solve Schmidt's (1957)
functional equation using cubic approximation (Agacy used
line a r o n e ) an d 30 gr i d p o i n t s, a 1 s o a t a, n i n t e r v a 1 of IT60.
The ensemble average method used 12 atoms with an interval
same as the first two. The result by moment-trace method
is quoted from a paper by Domb et al (1959) and that by Green's
function is by using the equations given in a paper by
Taylor (1967)«
From figure 3d1, it is observed that curves 1 and 2
agree with each other closely Curve 3 is close to them at
high frequency but the discrepancy enlarges at low frequency.
Curves 3 and 5 deviate from those three, they also disagree
with each other.
3.2.1 Moment-trace method
In their original paper, Domb et al (1959) computed the
spectrum using 16, 18 and 20 moments respectively. The
results are reproduced in figure 3»2. They claimed that the
false peaks can be distinguished from the genuine ones because
Fig 4.2
Sp e c tr al d e n s i ty f o r
Mm = 2 and c - 05 using
16,1 8 a. n d 2 0 m 0 rn e n t s
respective!v.
Here g ( u ) h a. s s i m i 1 a r
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they are inconsistent in successive approximations. The
final result was estimated from those approximations together
with the delta function techique. For some other models,
the spectral density becomes negative at certain frequencies
as shown in figure 43 Also there is no method to estimate
the error. Hence the value of this method is doubtful.
42.2 Green's function methodfi—•iri ia—in111MilMillII111i1~I11rr-.«iTair«».mir .r-».11iuri iniiBwiimii.!—!!.ni!
This method is suitable only for low concentration of
either kind of atoms, since it depends on perturbative expan¬
sion,' For a system with comparable concentration of both
atoms, this method seems inapplicable. Also there is no
Fig 43
Spectral density for
Mm - 5 and c - 0.5 using
20 moments.
Here g( is) has similar
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possible error e s timation.
42.3 Monte Carlo method
Due to its simplicity and accuracy, it seems to be the
best method and is widely used. There are two sources of
error ; one is the statistical fluctuation proportional to
.!
1 N% the other, due to boundary condition, is at most 2N
and hence negligible compared to the former. The results
for the above mentioned model using 12000 and 3000 atoms
respectively are depicted in figure 4.4 Comparison with
the exact results at some special frequencies are shown in
table 4.1.
Table 81
Tntpc?-rhpH «Dpntriiin for c - 0. 5 and Mm = 2
Exact
vi r-i 1 1 1 t
Result
u s i n g
12,000
a ft n m«
Result
u s i n g
3,000







































Fig.. k° Spectral density for Hm = 2 and c; = 0,5
using 12,000 and 3,000 atoms respectively.
n.ii junctional eouatlon method
The sain error arises from approximating the spectrum
by other functions. The more grid points we use, the more
accurate 7111 be the result. Also, using piecevise parabolas
is better than using line segments, but the use of cubic
or higher order curves makes little improvement. The results
are shovn in figure h.p. A comparison between she exact
result and various approximations is made in table m»k.
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using various numbers of grid saints
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Tie first step of this method is to find the exact spectra
for all chains with i light atoms and n-i heavy atoms, 'where
1 runs from 0 to n, the mass ratio being constant. Denote
she speccrum averaged over all possible combinations for i
light atoms by A_: , then the spectrum for a given value of c
.Since most of the computer time consumed is to compute
- . ; vre can see that if v;e vary the value of c, ve need not
calculate again from the very beginning. Only a litvie extra
7.-0rk is needed for a different value of c. This actually is
che advantage of this meth0d.
—' _ p _4 v- - • -.-s Q -y. r~ ye 1 1 v»n o - o 9— rr 9 c r cc jo, 07 o -x ?' 'x
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Table 2:
Integrated spectrum for c = 0.5 and Mm - 2
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Fig. 2,6 Spectral density for Mm = 2 and c = 0.5 by
using ensemble average method with 8 and 12
atoms respectively,
table Zf.3. As discussed in section 3d5 the result at hig]
frequency is better than that at low frequency Another
explanation is that for n atoms with fixed-end boundary
condition® the eigenfrequency is never less tha
corresponding tc in our case
Inspecting table 33? ve observe that the result using
12 atoms is still unsatisfactory. It has only little
improvement over that using 8 atoms• The amount of compute:!
time is roughly equal to that using 50?000 atoms by Monte
Carlo method. Hence the use of ensemble average method is
not recommanded«
L.3 Conclusion
Five methods have been discussed above, among them the
Monte Carlo method is considered the best one, The resaon
for doing so, apart from its simplicity, is that it gives
the expected fine structures of the sprectra explained in
the next chapter®
Chapter 5
General features of the spectra
5•1 Introductlon
It is observed in figure .{.«1 or U„l. that the spectral
density has many di stine t peaJks a.nd va. 1 leys. For qui ck
reference5 the spectrum by using 12,000 atoms is reproduced









Fig. 5.1 Spectral density for and by
using 12,000 atoms.
The peaks are due to vibration of local clusters of
light atoms and the valleys are actually spectral gaps.
They will be discussed in sections 52 and 5-3 respectively.
Also the effect of the variation of various parameters on
the spectra vill be discussed in subsequent sections. Spectra
for different mass ratios and different compositions are
depicted in figure 5.2 for comparison.
52 The peaks
Those distinct peaks were first observed by Dean (1961).
He explained those as due to local configurations of various
combinations of atoms. He assigned each peak to a particular
configuration. Some of them are labelled in figure 5.1 and
reproduced in table 5.1.
table 5•1
Association of the peaks in the spectrum
with the local configurations
peaks configuration
r e 1 a t i v e
intensity
(approximate)
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Fig„ 5.2 Spectral density for various mass ratios and
concentrations o f 1 ight atoms 0
If the number and the mass of the surrounding heavy atoms
are large enough, then the surrounded atoms can be considered
as isolatedo From fig. 52, we can see that fairly small
value of Mm, say, 16, is enough to observe the peaks.
Expectedly, the frequency of each peak becomes lower as the
mass ratio increases. The reason why the peaks occur only
at 9 fr2 is obvious : the peaks at 0 7r2 are super¬
imposed on the spectrum due to heavy atoms, hence is less
peaky than those at 0 T2.
53 The valleys
Inspecting figure 5.1, we find that spectra1 gaps seem
to occur at Q = Tr2, 2 213, 3 AT6 etc. which are just the
special frequencies discussed in section 3.9. Indeed, there
are infinitestimal spectral gaps at those frequncies. Lieb
and Mattis (1966) showed that the existence of spectral gaps
is equivalent to the integrated spectrum's independence of
the mass ratio Spectra1 gaps wi11 be further investigated
in the next chapter.
56 Effect of varying mass ratio
—wmmi—gap—www—.«m«iMBTOirtwrai(raHIMinnroiiMBnMWirojwuiiamnni.iMiiw.i.jiiiwt
In figure 52, it is observed that the spectral gaps
appear only at Mm 6 2 as given by equation (3-23). As the
mass ratio exceeds two, the integrated spectrum between
spectral gaps remains unchanged« More spectra1 gaps appear
at higher mass ratio as expected from equation (.3®23),
because it can now be satisfied for smaller values of S, and
hence more s p e c i a 1 f r e q u e n c i e s I f t h e rn a s s of he a v y a t o m s
is infinity, then all 9's taking values of pTq, where p and
q are re 1 ati.ve 1 y prime integers, corresj;ond to specia 1
fx equenc 1 es . :Phe spe c trum Ln 11i i.s case be comes a ser L es o f
spectral gaps and a series of delta functions of intensity
•tPI I
c l~ 1 ( 1 -c )due to vibration of q -1 ne 1.ghborin.g 1 igh t atorns
between two heavy atoms behaving like rigid walls. In this
case, the exact spectrum can be obtained by using equation
(3.24).
5.5 Effect of var,ying compos.11ion
The peaks o f the spec trum can be o bserve a t 1 ov;
concentration of light atom c, nay, 0.1 (figure b a 2). As
the value of c increases, more peaks become observable. At
c = 0.5, the spectrum is most complicated. As the value of
c increases further, the spectrum tenas to be smooth and the
magnitudes of lug peaks decreasea The spectral gaps seem to
disappe a r a t c 0. since they a r e j u s t i n f L n i test i rn a 1 g a p s
and cannot be shown in a histogram.
5.6 Effeet o f varvi.ng order pa.ra.rne ter
Consider a binary isotope chain with c - 0.5. Let the
probability that a given atom is like its left-hand neighbor
be p. The shor t ra n ge order pa ra rne t er o is de f ined as
The case corresponds to the a11ernating binary chadn
wh i 1 e 111 e co nc at en a tio n of tw c) monat o mLc c h • ins.
For a completely disordered chain, a - 0, The spectra
for different values of o are depicted in figure 5.3.
(7= -0.99 (7=0
(7 = 099 G- 0.4
Fig 5.3 Spectra for various values of the short range
order parameter a ,
We observe that at o pz -1, the spectrum is simply the
average of the spectra of two monatomic chains. In this
case, all the peaks and valleys vanish. At intermediate values
of a, there are no significant changes in the general features
of the spectra.
5.7 Effect of force constant taking continuous value
If we allow the force constant to take continuous value,
then our isotope model become a glass model described in
section 2.1. We have defined two different kinds of glass
models in that section. The spectra for monatomic and
alternating diatomic glass chains are shown in figure 5An
We can see that all these spectra are smooth. The peaks and
valleys disappeared. It is because the whole chain can be
regarded as a random mixture of chains each having different
masses and force constants. The spectrum may be considered
as an average of the spectra, of those chains. hence the
peaks and valleys are averaged out.
58 Effect of next nearest neighbor interaction
The e qu a tion of mot L o n for a bin a ry is o t op e c h ain is,
after simplification and rearrangement of t 6 T' i) 18a «,
where k and g are the nearest neighbor and the next nearest













Fig. 5.4 Spectra for glass models.
model
model
-V 1 -i y-j 1 p p p Qiii — I i j,i cd ~l. u v-«,v O «
f or
Qr r v-,a J
boundary condition, ie . and starting with
we can compute successively.
r til
Rosenstock and McGill (1962) showed that the n normal
mode of vibration of a disordered chain with nearest neighbor
interaction has exactly n-1 nodes Their argument can be
generalized to the case including next nearest neighbor
interaction,, Therefore, by counting the number of sign changes
in the sequence x- , we obtain the integrated
spectrum and hence the spectral density.
The results for different values of g are shown in
figure In all cases, we keep hk+kg constant to make the
maximum allowed frequencies unchanged.
The introduction of next nearest neighbor interaction has
little effect on the main features of the spectrum. The
spectra for the chains with next nearest neighbor interaction
have been studied by Sah and Srivasta (1970).
5 e 9 Conclusion
The effect of variation of parameters such as mass ratio,
composition, chain length, order and disorder parameter, and
force constant has been discussed in detail by Payton and
Visscher (I96?a,b, 1968). The main purpose of the discussion
in the preceding sections is to give some interpretation of
the results rather than a mere repetition.
Ei r. 5 . b Effect of next nearest neighbor interaction
on the spectrum for a disordered binary
isotope chain vith c = 0.5 and Mn = 2.
k = nearest neighbor force constant
g = next nearest neighbor force constant








6 1 In tro duc tio n
By spec tra1 gap at a ce rt ain f r e c ue nc y, we rae an that the
spectra1 density a t this frequency is zero. iVe also ca11
this frequency as a forbidden frequency,, The earliest paper
about spectra. 1 gaps was that by Saxon a.nd Hutne r (1949) who
studied electronic states. They conjectured that a frequency
that is forbidden in a system consisting of purely unit cell
A and also in that containing purely B is also forbidden in a
system containing A and B in any arrangement.
In the study of vibrational spectra, questions of
similar nature arise. The occurrence of spectral gaps and
the persistence of common spectral gaps in mixed systems are
discussed in the following sections.
62 Infinitestimal spectral gaps
As depicted in figure 5.A, many .spectral gaps arise at
Mm £ 2. Initially they are considered as due to statistical
fluctuation. However, Matsuda (1 9G4) showed that they a.re
genuine spectra1 gaps. He used transfer matrix formulation
to prove that at those special frequencies discussed in
th
sec 11 on 39 the atornic disp 1 acement of the N atom tends
to infinity as N tends to' infinity, provided the mass ratio
is not less than the critical value given by equation (3•23).
The famiiia.r spectral ! can
be explained quite simply. The equation of motion (3.1) for
d a t for
this case becomes
if n is for a light atom (61a)
if n is for a heavy atom (6.1b)
Equation (6 lb) is a difference equation with solution
-Substitute this into equation (61b), we have
or
At Mm 2, r takes real values r]? r One of them,
say, , is not less than unity. Starting with Xq = 0 and
x - 1 , the atomic displacement is not affected, by a light
atom, but becomes approximately r times its original valueI
for each heavy atom. Hence we can see immediately that
( 1 — c) N
Xj.j r ' and will never be zero as N tends to infinity.
The other spectral gaps can also be explained in a
similar way. The transfer matrix for a string of J neighbor¬
ing light atoms is, from section 3®6,
At where S and J are relatively prime integers,
it becomes
Hence, the string has no effect on the spectrum. We can
therefore delete any string of J neighboring light atoms.
That means the maximum number 01 neighboring light can be
reduced to J-1 . We also notice that the critical mass ratio
increases as the value of J increases. For sufficiently
large but still finite values of M, the spectrum is essent¬
ially due to vibration of light atoms,, The allowed values
of 0 are approximately equal to but slightly greater than Q(p,q),
where 9(p-, q) - pTrq cand p and q are relatively prime integers
with p q If We can see immediately than 0 = USJ is
not allowed. Of course, the above argument should be
regarded as an explanation rather than a proof.
6o3 Persistence of common gaps
Horf, (I96t-b) used transfer matrix formulation and phase
theory to prove a. general theorem concerning spectral gaps.
Later, he (Hori, 1964c) showed that, when applied to the
study of vibrational spectra of disordered systems, his
theorem becomes : a forbidden frequency of both systems
containing purely A and purely B respectively is also
forbidden in a system of any arrangement of A and B. in
other words, he proved that common spectral gaps persist.
His theorem is also valid for systems consisting of more
than two components. How let us see the application of
this theorem.
Consider a disordered isotope chain consisting of atoms
with masses M. , M0 and m, . where 1L , M0 -P 2m. This chain canI c. I cL
be considered as a random mixture of two binary chains, namely,
a chain consisting of and m and a chain consisting of Hp
and m. We know that a spectral gap occurs at 9 = wf2 in
those two chains Hence it also occurs at the three-component
chain. This result nas actually been proved. This argument
is also valid for other special frequencies.
The second example Is taken from a paper by Dean (1%-)
who studies the vib ratio n a1 spectra o f g1ass-1ik e chains.
The model he used is an alternating binary glass chain. The
force constant V tak.es continuous value according to the
probability :
Now we take the combination HL as a unit, where H a.nd L
represent a. heavy and a light atom respectively, then this
model chain can be regarded as a mixture of regular binary
chains of different force constants. By a regular chain, we
mean that the force constant in this particular chain are
the same for all pairs of neighboring atoms. It is well-
known that in a. regular chain consisting of unit cells each
of two atoms, a band gap occurs at the frequency interval
The range of the forbidden frequency common to all chains
with different Y is
It isj by Hori5 s theorem, •Tso the range of the forbidden
frequency of the glass chain. Of course, no common band gap




result by using quite different method. He els: presented
ressIts by direct numerical computation as verification.
i.i Verification by direct numerical comwutacicn
The vibrational spectra of several models have been
computed by using Monte Carlo method. Since infinioesoimai
gaps cannot be often depicted in a histogram, we have to use
models with definite band gaps to study the existence and
persistence of spectral gaps. In the following calculation,
we use a disordered chain consisting of two hints o: unit-
cells : A and 3 each in turn contain two atoms. The masses of
chose a corns are denoted M(1 , m,, M-, and m-. The use of theA -rw jo
vemtable A here has no advantage. Moreover, we do not restrict
ere value of the masses ; in other words, we do not have a
:: or.d for the man:imum aliowed frequency. Thsref ore ve use
A as our irdenpent variable instead of 9. To scuiy the
speccma1 gaps rather the spectrum Itself, ic is betoer co use
ere in C; graced spectrum instead of the sijectral dens icy because
che pearns in the latter complicate the graph,
-esulcs by using different values of M , n. , M_ and
are depicced in figure 6.1, First, we consider che case
n, - m which is further divided into four cases :
_his is che simplest ca.se, A band gap exiscs for b: th
pure chains, hence also for the disordered chain,
wi th
• — » «•
i,-l g. b. i Integrated spectrum for various chains.
See text for illustration. Curves 1,3
are for the ordered chains. Curve i 1 r
for the disordered chain.
_here exists no common band gap, and a band gam dees rot
exist in she disordered chain.
'».rn 7 hv _x, iii
.mere exists a common band gap. Hence a band gap also
exists in she disordered system.
_bis is similar to case (ill).
Horn let us consider the case
Figure 6.1 (v) shows the result for systems sion common
band gap. Hence a band gap exists for the disordered systems
as predicted by Horis theorem. In figure 6 1(vi). one tr: pure
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Chapter 7
Localization of atomic displacement
—» v s «—
It Is well-known that the lattice vibration e zees is
itself over the whole crystal at all freqencies in ordered
systems. This phenomenon is due to the regularity 01 she
errssal. Is is natural to ask whether this Is also erne In
a disordered system lacking periodicity» he call chat a
certain mode is localized if-the atomic displacement falls
rasidlv at sites not far from a central one«
jean ('96k) conjectured, in a paper stuivIna she
„ . u -y - , - p 1 a my y ao ey P oh 1 p q q _ ] y 'p o qyrq-pp p — c so ~ r n c» — — — -x. w - - v -i. v.-.. _ «w.— — w JL yg J— a- o JL .i. n s-' O. O v- on - ax v _v , •_ a
except cO = 0 are localized in a disordered system. lean
a rd lac on (1 963) c omputed the atomic displac emen s for tv;o
binary disordered chains each consisting of 30 atoms, They
-» -V ; - — Q Tc. - w x. vi- p. n w. n y % - v -p rr a rvr a a I a r
-i- i. o or ox — r —-—» v_r ro y y
all modes are localized while those at W0 i. W: 4H
inis agrees with the fact that the modes at high_free mency
ere due to vibrations of local clusters of light atoms
- - « - . , - r-V -V, —J V ~- T - y ——9—O r C C ox —»- JL SO'w L v _i_ or -1 y 4 i— •
— — —, » : -j 1i _2s p T '» «-f- rt 'a m a a t —1 1 ~ t(f no. —s- a 0 .r o—i —~i_ P C3. _h co 0 u oz.,
-he usual way 01 studying the .localisation is so find
she disciacenent of al1 a10ms, and then plot 11 avalnss the— JL
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standing, we should have a quantitative definition of
localization. One possible way is to define the degree of
localization by
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We know that the atomic displacement is essentially the
eigenvector of the dynamical matrix. The best method to
find the atomic displacement, up till now, is still she
direct numerical one.
For large value of N, say, 1000, standard linear
algebra method to find the eigenvectors is impracticable.
It also has the danger of running into numerical instability,
A method known as inverse iteration was discussed
in detail by Dean (1972) and is reproduced in appendix 13.
Essentially it decomposes the dynamics.! matrix into the
product of an upper triangular and a. lower triangular one
vhfch can then be handled easily.
Another way to commits the atomic displacement is tow -A. J-
start with and to use equation (31)
repeatedly. However, the results from a computer program
so written revealed that numerical instability does occur
The ma.gnitude of the atomic d 1 sp 1 acenent
doubles itself or is even larger when it advances by one atom,
this method has been relented after several trials.
The envelope of atomic displacement and the value of d 5:
different frequencies were computed by inverse iteration for
several models with different parameters. The results are
depicted with their corresponding spectra in figures 7.1 to
7.3.
.5 Interpretation of the results
In figure 7.1, it is observed that the localization is
large at 0 bin2. The maxima of d coincide with tnose of
she spectral density. This is not surprising, since the
peaks of the spectrum are due to localized vibrations discussed
before. Vie also observe in figure 7.1(a) that the shape of
the envelope of the atomic displacement changes drastically
when the frequency passes the value coj~2 which is the
maximum allowed frequency of a rnonatomic chain of henvv aeons.V t j
It is because the heavy atorns fc 1 ock the propaga.tion 0f tLe
nigh frequency vibrations. The maxima of d at 9 fc2 is
s I.so due to the localized, vibrations of light atoms.
Figure 7.2 is for a chain with Mm = 1.2. Since the
neavy atoms are just a little heavier than the light atoms,
they cannot block the propagation of the high frequency
vibrations effectively. Hence, the degree of localization
is small; it is of the order of unity, Statistical fluctuation
may account for the local maxima of d since only 121 atoms'j
a -qa 11 c o r1cl I. td. O -—' «
Figure 7.3 shows the results for a monatoraic glass
chain with the following probability distribution function
for the force constant :
P(k) ~ 2k exp
Due to the duality discussed in section 2.1. Thus chain is
eauivalent to one with constant force constant and the
following probability density for the mass :
P(m) = 2rn exp
Since the mass between two neighboring atoms may be very large,
large value of d may be found at low frequencyf Actually
we observed this in figure 73°
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rig. 7.1, Sandy of localization of atomic displacement for
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rvelooe of atomic displacement for a disordered
bin a isotope chain with c -0.5 and Mm - 2.
(b) iepree of localization as function of frequency.
the dashed curve is the spectral density.
Tip. 7.2. Study of localization for a disordered chain
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rwc- and three-dimensional models
- i — v~. y a—_ V — ___ ~
The me sheds used in the study of two- and tnree-dimensional
disordered syscems fall into two categories, namely, numerical
approach and perturbative expansion. In the one-dimensional
case, the former yields accurate results while one latter
rives cnly general features. This is also true in higher-
— — t-j. —, r~ — y-, - r •
—n—uA-U. —1CP-L. O- ch. or •—do
Seme other approaches fail in two- and three-dimensional
cases.. For example, functional equation method does not apply
here, because the equation so derived is satified by a matrix
rether than by a scalar. Although the GreenTs function
approach has been more successful in three, rather than in
one, dimension, it shows no real promise as a predictive
machique hence only the Monte Carlo method is used and
» «s —» r—
—1_—n wi w w -a-
- — -dreco numerical approach
- q vt r o opp p 1 mop h Qyr 1 n ci uol 'r cr n~~ n no c a n -po_ _ _ o. •-..J. w d _L i-a o Ti vy _L 'A. o —L V td do n_ .» v n- Co •_« d cd jl »-
~~ — — -— - o -a a '7 1 o mi ?a ml ci ir] o pplvi 1 o f fi o o o r n rs - r -a - m... ... - y • v _y w f w- '•_ —1vO —»i. SO_m.11 ?—'-i-. s--y h' ' V V. 1_ cl- t L -JL. hx H UP i-O W—__ i.J.y -•' —
figure 5.. In all those models, only nearest neighbor
inceracoicn is considered , and non-central force as well as
central one acre used to ensure stability.
m compute the spectrum, the use of negative eigenvalue







Fig. 8.1 Various models for two- and three-dimensional
systems.












where the A's and the B's are square matrices of order m, for
a square lattice of size rn x n with fixed-end boundary'
condition. It is even more complicated for a honeycomb
1attice or a cubic one. The higher-dimensional counterparts
o f the simple scheme such as equation (37) do not exist,
instead of just finding the reciprocal of a number, we need
to invert a matrix. Due to this difficulty, samples of small
size are used.
Payton and Visscher (1967a, h? 1983) computed the
spectra f o r t h e a b o v e m e n t i oned rn o dels f o r v a r i c ,i s c a r a rn e t e r s«,
Their results will be shown and discussed in the next section.
3 Feneral features of the spectra
Ti e results of Fay ton and Visscher are depicted in fig.
:. 1 no o.7. As in the one-dimensional ca.se 3 there are many
peaks and valleys in the two-dimensional one. Fayson and
Visscher computed also the atomic displacement and concluded
chat she peaks are due to vibrations of local clusters of
light atoms. They designated each peak to a parcicular
configuration of light atoms shown in table 3.1. They
eonjsecured that special frequencies occur in two-dimensional
systems as well as in one-dimensional ones. However. Hori 0~6S)V
showed that the special frequencies do not exist in higher-
dimensional lattices. He also showed that there can exist
a kind of special frequency which may be called generalized
special frequency at which the spectral density begins to
vanish w_.en the mass ratio exceeds a critical value, if there
is some restrictive condition on the concentration or arrange-
'T T Ot. w —i -» i »
_he spectrum of the cubic lattice is more smooth than«•
tntse of the honeycomb and square lattices. Thepeaks are
net s: strong as in the one- and two-dimensional cases. It
:s k e e aus e the n umber o f modes for a o or tic u1ar c c n fi vu r a11o n
of Iocal cluster is large. The peaks are then averaged out
to give a smooth spectrum. Designation of peaks with
different configurations of light atoms is still possible
- - — t ~ no in •» q T O rud V — O - -0 - - » -i- 'S- V- V
vig. 8.2
. Vectral density for the
' nary disordered simple
•nadratic lattice of size
y x 16 for vhich 1-im - 3
and the central and non-
central force constants are
evual. The letters A, B, C
and D refer to table o.1.
The broken line in (a) is
she spectrum of the rnonatoini
heavy lattice, and that in
(e) is the spectrum of the
m o a s t o m i c 1 i gh t 1 a 11 i c e .
Fig. 8.3
Spectral density for che binary
disordered honeycomb lattice
of size 50 x 18 for vhich
Mm = 3- The letters A, B and
C refer to table 8.1. in a,
and (e), the broken curve
represents cart of the srectrun-L- -J. jU
for the infinite moratonic
lattice of heavy and 1ight
atoms, respectively,
V-!•H 1 CP X ! i- — O w • -
Spectral density for disordered
oinary simple quadratic lattices
of size 30 30 with mass ratio
3:1j and equal centra1 and non-
central force constants. A
good general agreement with the
specta of figure 82 is an
indication of the reproducibility
of results even for quite small
lattice sections using the
numerical approach. .
(c- = fraction of light atoms;
h
-1—1 » f '• i ' i p» r a
e 1 g, o. p .iiifiecc 01 var. ...n
the mass ratio on the
spectral density of the
s i m pie q ix a. d r a. t i c d 13 0 r i e r e f
1at bice5 given c, = e f~3 0 L
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in ri5ner-dimensional systems, another type w _ cis order.
re met;, ::: : logical disorder, may arise. ihe only rear ad to
r - — n ' a vc — t 1 Q t c r fr»o A f qmrV, errs r re v? rr —~ —- ( -
—_w»_ ' _l. — — _- -w» _— _ a.j» w's._l. mo x c u x co ca. s x mo - mi — % — . _ . %J. J y y
ro e n ,: ; —7 — re f5 ce v j o or re 'Ppi 7. ra 5011 r V or I c? '.re c 7 •- v • rr TneJ — —- — w' - .i. _x. _ o x w' r, yy 0 xx w vx o ii x Sd v- m x _ ~ _. •- • .__ —- _ •«,
orere is re analytical method introduced to ruckle oris
0rosier due 00 its extreme complexity.
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The negative eigenvalue theorem and its oroof
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1_- is of order (1. , x 1. ) , Bf is the transpose of 3., and— » j } ] y— • — J
all of floe elements of M other than those in the 1 and 3
sueHarrises are zero. The negative eigenvalue theorem states
ohao if h{y} denotes the number of real negative eigenvalues
_ _ A idiot. _i x» t -xi tr iJ.s
—V
m, • j - - A ,
- - -v% v, — — h: : p I i q t O o 11 1 3 T 00 o f ri V ro -p -a ~r r no -• A rr o - j d n
_z _... _ v — j —i— — CO J.x s—» —. ~ i —i— .» _H d v. i J m. — - u. _• r-» x-k- —r .j_ — -f i
.— - ' v-i. -.r—- - r — — — — -•
We write the matrix M-xI as the product of lower end
upper block triangular matrices, thus :






'a® partitioning in each case corresponds to that of M, I. I_|»
r.oing the unit matrix of order 14 (i.e. of the oraer of A) .
J o
she blocks I1 , L., hx and V. (j= 1 ,1, . . . ,rn) contain ell she
~ -j tJ J tJ
nonzero elements of L(x) and U(x).
Block matrix multiplication applied to the right-hand
side of equation (A1) leads to the following relations
_he:refcre, if u . , is not singularj~ !
ires equation (A1 ) and the structure of b(x), .ve note
than she leading principal minors of U(x) are identical to
. — rx
chose of Let (i=0,1,2,•..,n; Pq=1) he one i
leading principal minor of U(x), and q (j=1,2,...,m; k=0,
Jib
th
, 2, • • I ; a-l) tile k leading principal minor of U .
J k- J
Then, as U(z) is of block triangular form, we h3-7 e
lonseouencly, ohe number of changes in sign between the
,«» 0 CO -0 ~ ~ 0 ' ~r C- TT 1 COw' w- L_ w j_m —aJ. a.
c rm ~ ~ - - .-q r~ t o o n mm q n v r-» 1 rr-~ on t r r-% - • -— - - m
— — v O i- vudiivo JLii oJLii J6 U.fbcii u JL v 0
m. no 00 ~ e m n m o • o ) o—- — v-. w 4_» —-i V
~ T~ cr • -n no vr y-v i o, 7° ~i—Ox •+' L » ca. u - —_ t w»..m x- 'w m ~L. a.ccording to the , ell-known
theorem (Jeffrey and Jeffrey, 1950) that the number of negative
eigenvalues a symmetric matrix is equal to the number of
changes in sign between consecutive leading principle minors,
starting with the zeroth order minor as positive» It follows
rhat the total number of changes in sign in the sequence of
all (i=0, 1, is equal to
Therefore, by a further application of the theorem just stated,
ve have
Appendix £
Computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
An excellent method of locating the eigenvalue is so use
ri
one negative eigenvalue theorem. if the p eigenvalue of M
is required accurately, then by using a few trial values of
'rorrellv with the help of the already-determined eigenvalue
dissribusion). one finds real numbers x} and xd !such that' D— u
rr- 1 v-- —'U »y»«. ——~s , is then calculated, again by the
negative eigenvalue theorem, where
—-—i X-ju
= p - 1. then, clearly, the p eigenvalue lies
t ni n y--- V W (which we now refer to as and on
— r~- - ~r m rw r— —- -V «. — 0 -v4 = p, then the eigenvalue lies
———W«»' i P w . (now written as By successively
else coing she appropiate interval •gn cn rho T Vi oU. w'-y i. a w
sasicn has been extended in an obvious way, we can ultimately
locate she required eigenvalue to any desired accuracy.
liven a well cr reasonably well separated approximatev -i. X. y,
-- • s wc. v p ' ' n ~ c n r; np ~v v yq -y o n i enr! ~i cc t n o o y am no »A o t- o v---»- —-- v —X -v •- - —_X -y - x..— w i i WX-- Jy X O .—VV »iJL JL O t -i-j. sy cl -y by L-1 X CO'. Ly Py PA U v,.- y g, _x_ O J. 1
• - • •, , -j , - „ ,- ST O m r JS 7 'S '• j-J p O ''.'P v~ o o rw vr '-'m o y ni p h r ~~ ~a •» -1. - - -t ,~t t r-, r r~- o—- ——' xy V w x J. _y _L by _i_ tS O V.} »ii ii O •- JL 'U. 'v il Cy Ly by i. •_'A, v; _1„ _U j. 0 V O X i-_S
T, -~1, T : I d 1 TP Q TP 1 C) rw 1 t vs ps c: o o o nn T o rs o T A —
~ ' V ' ' -X — X i 1 -—' y. t y w' tL . I x v-y CD ._ by 1 i y y Iv . . ,1 y - J P L CS
that of successively multiplying a trial vector by the matrix
- hi) where h is a computed approximation to _iv, one
3 n o n y rc 1 11 uu- rc h rr 3 r f y» v; ~] o fo f n nptr'Tii p 3—. «—s—o.x —w4. m —w -—• w » w U -i. » W V —L, CO-k. - U VX L x ».i _L. i. J. j»
here precisely, one can define the process of inverse
-t — y» r.r T 3 3 3 ~ o C—i or c
—U -~1 y w rx y x_ -j ua L __ vu 11 O
' 3 1 )V —'
r -s - 7-r 0t'l ——W—.0.-A U denotes the element of largest modulus in
T -f --o -ir-n p -r 3 • T n o 1 rl i t ~ I fh 1 PI cPTl VP r r. r 3 -nht v » —. 1 — OA ,-n v ii v- _u ii _L. L _L. m JL w u_ o i x v s_ S n cU
There (i=1,2,...,n) are the true eigenvectors of ~A andi
a- are scalers, then, apart from a normalizing factor, the
»». XC » ; •—. ~r-t -7- £2i rcm -1, s» -w o
—— - -V— 3 T p n Tw «X. X- (for ail i other than ) she
commoner, c of x. (ik) in u decreases ranidly with increasing
n s -
s, lo follows that one number of iterations needed to compute
u. - re 3 3 n: ror vohlT V r 71 1 1 Y) P 11 1 i T P c? to 3 1 1 t - h a o cm rp n. - .. V- -A —i. -- v-' -V A -fc V W S—' S X .X ' • —_1 IX —1—V V- 05 —ii '- - i— —i_ _1_ —« —. ' -J—' r -—mx
- v -- '— ~A m 'o: TPen - — — - Ok —— n- —m v H_ •j--A.
- - - . . « •; • -t n -» i — .t -v — — -- v-v . - r r-s -v-v 0000 O O O P T 1 PUP P 00 Ci -'i U n 1 o -7 '«r 3, _ i. w - b -i- Ci V ' r U' x 'w v_ SO T) -J- COV-T -. —hb O i-l V-i Us. ct. w i I - Vv —-y v C-. « X O '
T»~v
carries cut in a straight!orvard manner. Ihe s step
consists merely of solving the set of equations
P -» — 3 - - r 0 TT ' • p p vt o. r Y nrj 1 c? K o o 3 H p. p n p o • 3 p co t p
a . ; —
such as
M - hi = LU,
where L Is a lower triangular matrix the elements L. of1 i
which are if ij, and U is an upper triangular matrix with
U. . = 0 if ji. The decomposition into L and U is not
j. 3
unique and one needs to define, for example, the diagonal
elements of L or U. An LU decomposition is easily carried out
in practice it is, in fact, implicit in the eigenvalue
determination and enables one to solve the simultaneous
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